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Abstract—Blockchain is the underlying technology of a number
of digital cryptocurrencies. Blockchain is a chain of blocks
that store information with digital signatures in a decentralized
and distributed network. The features of blockchain, including
decentralization, immutability, transparency and auditability,
make transactions more secure and tamper proof. Apart from
cryptocurrency, blockchain technology can be used in financial
and social services, risk management, healthcare facilities, and
so on. A number of research studies focus on the opportunity
that blockchain provides in various application domains. This
paper presents a comparative study of the tradeoffs of blockchain
and also explains the taxonomy and architecture of blockchain,
provides a comparison among different consensus mechanisms
and discusses challenges, including scalability, privacy, interoperability, energy consumption and regulatory issues. In addition,
this paper also notes the future scope of blockchain technology.
Index Terms—blockchain, distributed ledger, consensus procedures, cryptocurrency, smart contract, selfish mining, energy
consumption.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Unlike traditional methods, blockchain enables peer-topeer transfer of digital assets without any intermediaries [1].
Blockchain was a technology originally created to support the
famous cryptocurrency Bitcoin. Bitcoin was first proposed in
2008 and implemented in 2009 by Nakamoto [2]. Since then,
it has seen huge growth with the capital market, reaching 10
billion dollars in 2016. Blockchain is basically a chain of
blocks that store all committed transactions using a public
ledger [3]. The chain grows continuously when new blocks
are appended to it. Blockchain works in a decentralized
environment that is enabled by comprising several core technologies, such as digital signatures, cryptographic hash, and
distributed consensus algorithms. All the transactions occur
in a decentralized manner that eliminates the requirement for
any intermediaries to validate and verify the transactions [4].
Blockchain has some key characteristics, such as decentralization, transparency, immutability, and auditability [5].
Although Bitcoin is the most famous application of
blockchain, it can be applied to diverse applications far beyond
cryptocurrencies. Since it allows payments to be finished
without any bank or any intermediary, blockchain can be used
in various financial services, such as digital assets, remittance
and online payment [6]. The blockchain itself has taken on a
life of its own and permeated a broad range of applications
across many industries, including finance, healthcare, government, manufacturing, and distribution [7]. The blockchain is
poised to innovate and transform a wide range of applications,
including goods transfer (supply chain), digital media transfer

(sale of art), remote services delivery (travel and tourism),
platforms for example, moving computing to data sources
and distributed credentialing [8]. Additional applications of
blockchain include distributed resources (power generation
and distribution), crowdfunding, electronic voting, Identity
management and governing public records.
Despite the fact that blockchain technology shows great
potential that may replace many of the current digital platforms, it has some technical constraints. Scalability is a huge
concern for blockchain based platforms [9]. In Bitcoin, the
limited size and frequency of the blocks along with the number
of transactions the network can process can be considered
a scalability problem [10]. The average block creation time
in Bitcoin is 10 minutes, and the block size is limited to
1 megabyte which constrains the networks throughput [11].
Bitcoins ability to scale depends on the size of the block
and is limited to the complexity of the mathematical puzzle
independent of the nodes in the network. In general, the
transaction processing capacity of Bitcoin is between 3.3 to
7 transaction per second [12]. However, due to the increased
size of recently generated blocks, the transaction throughput
is being effectively limited to 2-4 transactions per second,
which is incapable of high-frequency trading. At present, there
are more than 36 million wallet users, and with time, it
will increase and create an adverse impact on the networks
throughput. Different issues such as the blockchain congestion
problem, transaction delays, and increased transaction fees
will raise concerns. As a result, the technology may not be a
sustainable approach for government or private sectors to build
their business model upon the blockchain platform. Moreover,
increased block size requires substantial storage space and
cause slower propagation in the blockchain network [13],
which will also lead towards centralization and trust issues
as users would like to operate and maintain such a large
blockchain. Therefore, it has become a great challenge to deal
with the tradeoff between blockchain size and trust.
Blockchain has some other issues regarding interoperability,
privacy, energy consumption, selfish mining, security, and regulation policy. The interoperability issue arises due to the lack
of standard protocol for adopting and integrating blockchainbased solutions among companies. Privacy leakage may also
happen within the blockchain, although the system claims to
be extensively secured as users only make transactions with
digital signatures that associate public-private key encryption
[14]. Furthermore, it is possible to track the users real IP
address. Consensus mechanisms such as proof-of-work (PoW)
and proof-of-stake (PoS) are also facing serious concerns.
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For instance, PoW is known for consuming a large extent
of electrical energy due to the competitive nature of miners
for creating blocks by solving complex mathematical puzzles
[15]. In PoS, the rich become gradually richer as the chance of
obtaining a block depends on how much stake the miners have
[16]. Another drawback of blockchain technology is selfish
mining, where miners can gain better revenue than their fair
share by keeping their blocks private [17]. Blockchain can also
suffer from 51% attacks, where some node attains the majority
in a network and abuses it. Furthermore, it is believed that
blockchain technology may not reach its peak or anticipated
large-scale adoption by stakeholders because of uncertainties
that arise with potential government regulations [18]. One of
the major underlying reasons could be that the decentralized
nature of blockchain eliminates intermediary links to central
banks to control the economy, which does not bode well with
the government. Hence, some measures need to be put forward
to address these issues in blockchain.
This survey paper focuses on state-of-art blockchain studies
including blockchain architecture, consensus algorithms, applications of blockchains, trade-off and challenges. The rest of
this survey paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces
blockchain architecture. Section III shows typical consensus
algorithms used in the blockchain. Section IV introduces
several typical blockchain applications. Section V summarizes
the tradeoffs and technical challenges, in this area. Section
VI discusses some possible future directions and Section VII
concludes the paper.
II. B LOCKCHAIN A RCHITECTURE
A node initiates a transaction in a decentralized blockchain
network by employing a digital signature using private key
cryptography. A transaction can be considered as a data
structure that represents transfer of digital assets between peers
on the blockchain network. All the transactions are stored in an
unconfirmed transaction pool and propagated in the network
by using a flooding protocol known as Gossip protocol. Then,
peers need to choose and validate these transactions based on
some preset criteria. For example, the nodes try to verify and
validate these transactions by checking whether an initiator has
sufficient balance to trigger a transaction or by trying to fool
the system by enforcing double spending. Double spending
refers to using the same input amount for two or more different
transactions [19]. Once the transaction is verified and validated
by the miners, it is included in a block. Peers who use their
computational power to mine for blocks are called miners
[20]. Miner nodes need to solve a computational puzzle and
spent a sufficient amount of their computing resources to
publish a block. The miner who can solve the puzzle first
will become a winner and obtains the opportunity to create
a new block. A small amount of incentive is given upon
successfully creating a new block. All the peers in the network
then verify the new block using a consensus mechanism, which
is a technique that assist a decentralized network comes to
an agreement on certain matters. After that the new block
will be added to the existing chain and the local copy of
each peers immutable ledger. At this point, the transaction is

confirmed. The next block links itself with the newly created
block by using a cryptographic hash pointer. Now the block
obtains its first confirmation while the transaction obtains the
second confirmation. Similarly, with every time a new block is
appended to the chain, the transaction will be reconfirmed. In
general, a transaction needs six confirmations in the network
to be considered final [21].
Later in this segment, Section II-A discusses the transaction
process of blockchain with some example platforms, such as
Bitcoin and Ethereum, Section II-B introduce the basic block
structure and the process of cryptographic hash functions while
Blockchain key characteristics are explained in Section II-C
and Section II-D represents the taxonomy of blockchain.
A. Blockchain Transaction process
A Blockchain transaction can be defined as a small unit of
a task that is stored in public records. These records are also
known as blocks [22]. These blocks are executed, implemented
and stored in blockchain for validation by all miners involved
in the blockchain network. Each previous transaction can be
reviewed at any time but cannot be updated [23]. Blockchain
is the underlying technology of Bitcoin, and it facilitates
transactions that occur within a peer to peer global network
in a decentralized fashion. That makes Bitcoin a borderless,
censorship-resistant digital currency. In general, trust may be
the main concern regarding traditional centralized systems,
such as a banks, where people need to put their solemn
confidence in the system. This is the sweet spot for public
blockchain technology, in that it does not require any trust
while handing over the ownership of digital assets from one
peer to another. Blockchain is a trustless system that provides
trust through the functions that propagate all the activities
within the network [24]. Security is another aspect to consider
while initiating transactions. Blockchain mining and consensus
mechanisms that rely heavily on a cryptographic hash function
can address the security issues. For example, Bitcoin uses
a 256 bits secure hash algorithm known as SHA-256 [25].
Bitcoin can take any type of input, such as text, numbers, string
or even a computer-generated file of any length, to produce
256 bits or the 64 characters output called hash [26]. Given
the same input, the converted hash output will always remain
exactly similar. However, a small change to the input will
change the output completely, which is also called a one-way
function, meaning that from the output, it is not feasible to
calculate the input. One can only guess what the input was,
and the odds of guessing it right are rather astronomical, in
other words, it is secure.
The first step of the transaction process is to verify the
identity of the sender, which means the transaction between
the sender and the receiver is requested by the sender, and not
by anyone else. Figure 2 demonstrates the verification process
with a simple example of a transaction between Bob and Alice.
Let us assume both Alice and Bob has Bitcoin balance, and
Alice wants to pay 10 Bitcoins to Bob. Now, to send the
money, Alice will broadcast a message with the information
for the transaction in the blockchain network. To do this,
Blockchain employs digital signatures (public and private
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Fig. 1. Functional diagram of a Blockchain network

keys) [27]. For the broadcast, Alice provides Bobs information,
such as his public address and transaction amount, along with
her public key and digital signature. Alice used her private key
to make that digital signature. Transaction validation is carried
out independently by all miners based on different criteria that
we have discussed later in this section. Elliptic curve digital
signature algorithm (ECDSA) is used by blockchain [28]. This
algorithm ensures that the funds can only be spent by their true
possessors.
The signature in each transaction contains 256 bits, if
anyone wants to fake this signature to make a fraudulent transaction, he or she has to guess 2256 cases, which is infeasible
and waste of resources for a malicious peer/attacker [29]. In
addition to checking the validity of the sender, the verifier also
has to check the validity of the transaction regarding whether
the sender has enough money to send to the receiver, or not.
It could be performed by looking at the ledger, which holds
information about every past successful transaction.
1) Bitcoin Transaction: According to the original Bitcoin
whitepaper, the main purpose of this digital cryptocurrency
was to allow a decentralized electronic cash payment system
between different parties by eliminating central intermediaries
[30]. A Bitcoin transaction transfers the ownership of some
bitcoin amount to another bitcoin address. Generally, it is
initiated by a bitcoin wallet of a client and later broadcast
to the network. The nodes on the network will rebroadcast the
transaction and include it in the block they are mining only
if the transaction is valid. It takes approximately 10 minutes
to include the transaction along with other transactions in a
block [31]. The receiver should see the amount of transaction
in their wallet by this point.
The main element of a bitcoin structure is unspent transaction output (UTXO), which refers to the output amount of
a transaction that is received by a user and the capability of
spending it in the future [32]. Consider that cash or coins in

a physical wallet get mixed up, which is not in the case of
the received amount in Bitcoin. All the received amount in
a Bitcoin wallet remains as a separate entity. For example,
when we receive two distinct amounts ($2 and $3) and keep
it in the same physical or online wallet, it will obtain summed
up to $5. Whereas in the Bitcoin wallet, it will still show
the exact amounts and remain as individual entities. Let us
consider that Alice has three separate UTXO (0.01, 0.2 and 3)
in her wallet, and she wants to send 0.15 BTC to Bob. To do
that, the wallet needs to select a spend candidate from these
three output UTXO. If the wallet chooses 0.2 as an output,
then it will unlock this amount and spend the whole amount
as an input UTXO for the 0.15 BTC transaction. Then, 0.15
BTC will be transferred to Bobs address wallet as an output
UTXO.
Miners will be incentivized by their effort in managing
and validating all these transactions and creating a new
block that will eventually add to the existing chain [33].
A successful miner obtains the block creation rewards and
transaction fees [34]. While sending transactions, users usually
assign a transaction fee upon successful block creation for the
miners. There will not be any header information regarding
the transaction fee. The users can attach a transaction fee by
sending a lesser amount to the recipients than the total input
UTXO. This unassigned transaction amount can be considered
as transaction fee as depicted in Eq. 1.
Inputs − outputs = T ransactionf ees

(1)

Miners include their individual coinbase transaction along
with the transaction data that they are trying to verify and
validate while mining a block. A coinbase transaction is a
unique type of bitcoin transaction that can only be created
by a miner. This type of transaction has only outputs, and
there is one created with each new block that is mined on the
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network. This is the transaction that rewards a miner with the
block reward for their work. Any transaction fees collected
by the miner are also sent in this transaction. The peers in
the network check whether the transaction is level out and
then decide to put this record in the distributed ledger. The
coinbase transaction will send the block reward and the sum
of the transaction fees to the given address of the miner. That
shows that a miner has to assign his reward while creating a
block. However, every node in the network will check whether
the block adheres to the requirement, and as shown in Eq. 2.
Therefore, a miner is eligible to use the block reward and
transaction fees only after the block is verified.
Fig. 2. Block Structure

sum(BlockOutputs) ≤ sum(BlockInputs)+BlockReward
(2)
2) Ethereum Transaction: The Bitcoin state is defined
in the terms of UTXO, a reference implementation of the
wallet application that held the account reference. However,
Ethereum introduced the concept of an account as a part of
the protocol that is the originator and target of a transaction.
Hence, transactions directly update the account balances as
opposed to maintaining the state, such as in the Bitcoin
UTXOs, allowing transfer of values, messages and data between the accounts that may result in the state transitions
[35]. Ethereum has two types of account: Externally Owned
Account (EOA) and Contract Account (CA). While EOA is
owned by private keys, CA is controlled by the code and
activated only by an EOA [36]. EOA is needed to participate in
the Ethereum network and interacts with the blockchain using
transactions, whereas, CA represents a smart contract (SC).
SC is a piece of code deployed in the blockchains node and
adds a layer of logic and computation to the trust infrastructure
[37]. Execution of an SC is initiated by a message embedded
in the transactions.
In Ethereum, the transferable amount is known as ether.
The denomination of ether is known as Wei [38]. An Ethereum
transaction has fields for transferring ether as well as messages
to trigger smart contracts [39]. Ethereum uses attributes similar
to Bitcoin, for instance, previous block hash, nonce, and
transaction details. Additionally, it uses some other fields such
as fees limit, state of SC, and so on. For a simple ether transfer,
the amount to transfer and the target address are specified,
together with the fees, gas points, and the respective accounts.
All the transactions generated will be validated by checking
time stamp, nonce combination, and availability of sufficient
fees for execution.
Ethereum also uses an incentive based model for block
creation. Any action in Ethereum requires crypto fuel or gas.
Gas is used as fees instead of ether for ease of computation.
The main reason behind that is that gas is a cryptocurrency independent of valuation for the transaction fee and
computation fee. Ether, as a cryptocurrency, varies in value
with market swings, but gas points do not vary. The mining
process computes gas points required for the execution of a
transaction. If the fee specified in the gas points in transaction
is not sufficient, it is rejected. The gas points needed for the
execution must be in the account balance and the proposed

transaction for the execution to happen. The leftover amount
after executing the transaction will be returned to the originating account. Etherreum has a mining incentive model where
the miners are competing for block creation. The miner who
solves the puzzle first is called the winner and the miners
who solve it afterwards are called ommers [40]. The winner
block is added to the main chain and ommer blocks are added
as side blocks in the main chain. The winner block receives
three ethers as a base fee along with the transaction fees as
gas points. The ommers block receives a small percentage of
total gas points.
B. Block Structure
The Blockchain comprises a sequence of blocks, which
stores the information of all the transactions, similar to a public
ledger. These blocks are linked to each other via a reference
hash that belongs to the previous block known as the parent
block. The starting block is called the genesis block, which
does not have any parent block. A block consists of the block
header and the block body [41]. The block header includes
metadata such as block version, parent block hash, Merkle
tree root hash, timestamp, nBits, and nonce as shown in Table
I and Fig. II-B.
The block body is composed of a transaction counter and
transactions. The transaction counter refers to how many
transactions follow, and transactions represent the list of
recorded transactions in the block. The maximum number of
transactions that a block can contain depends on the block
size and the size of each transaction. Blockchain uses an
asymmetric cryptography mechanism to validate the authentication of transactions. A digital signature based on asymmetric
cryptography is used in an untrustworthy environment such as
the blockchain network. In this process, each participant in the
network owns a private key and public key pair. The private
key is used for signing or encrypting the transaction while the
public key is distributed throughout the network and is visible
to everyone, which helps to decrypt the following transaction.
C. Characteristics of Blockchain
a) Decentralization: In conventional centralized transaction systems, each transaction needs to be validated through
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TABLE I
B LOCK H EADER ATTRIBUTES
Header Attributes
Block Version
Previous Block Hash
Merkle tree root
Timestamps
nBits
Nonce

Definition
Indicates which set of block
validation rules to follow.
A 256-bit hash value that
points to the previous block.
The hash value of all the transactions in the block.
Current timestamp as seconds
since 1970-01-01T00:00 UTC.
Current hashing target in a
compact format.
A 4-byte field, which usually
starts with 0 and increases for
every hash calculation.

the central trusted agency (e.g., the central bank). Therefore,
decentralization requires trust, which is the main issue, along
with lift resilience, availability and fail over, where the decentralized peer-to-peer blockchain architecture could be a better
solution. Unlike a centralized system, a transaction in the
blockchain network can be conducted between any two peers
(P2P) without the authentication by the central agency. In this
manner, blockchain can reduce the trust concern by using various consensus procedures. Moreover, it can reduce the server
costs (including the development cost and the operation cost)
and mitigate the performance bottlenecks at the central server.
In contrast, in many cases, blockchain has some tradeoffs. For
example, PoW cases such as Bitcoin and Ethereum, the server
and energy cost are orders of magnitude higher, while the
performance are also several orders of magnitude lower.
b) Persistency: Blockchain provides the infrastructure by
which truth can be measured [42] and enables the producers
as well as consumers to prove their data are authentic and
not altered. For example, if a Blockchain consists of 10
blocks, then block no. 10 contains the hash of the previous
subsequent block, and to create a new block, the information
of the current block is used. Therefore, all the blocks are
linked and connected with each other in the existing chain.
Even the transactions are related to the prior transaction.
Now, a simple update on any transaction will significantly
change the hash of the block. If someone wants to modify
any information, he has to change all the previous blocks
hash data which is considered an astronomically difficult task
considering the amount of work that needs to be done. In
addition, after generating a block by a miner, it is confirmed
by other users in the network. Hence, any manipulation or
falsification of data will be detected by the network. For this
reason, blockchain is almost tamper proof and considered as
an immutable distributed ledger.
c) Anonymity: It is possible to interact with the
blockchain network with a randomly generated address [43].
A user can have many addresses within a Blockchain network
to avoid the exposure of his identity. As it is a decentralized
system, no central authority is monitoring or recording users’
private information. Blockchain provides a certain amount of
anonymity through its trustless environment.
d) Auditability: All the transactions that occur in a
blockchain network are recorded by a digital distributed ledger

and validated by a digital timestamp. As a result, it is possible
to audit and trace previous records by accessing any node in
the network [44]. For example, all the transactions could be
traced iteratively in Bitcoin which facilitates auditability and
transparency of the data state in the blockchain. However, by
tumbling money through many accounts, it becomes very hard
to trace the money to its origin.
D. Taxonomy of Blockchain systems
There are three types of blockchain: public, private and consortium [45]. These systems can be compared using different
perspective as described below.
a) Consensus determination: All the nodes can participate in the consensus process in the public blockchain
such as Bitcoin, while only a few selected set of nodes are
being responsible for confirming a block in the consortium
blockchain. In the private blockchain, a central authority will
decide the delegates who could determine the validated block.
b) Read permission: Public blockchain allows read permission to the users, where the private and consortium can
make restricted access to the distributed ledger. Therefore,
the organization or consortium can decide whether the stored
information needs to be kept public for all or not.
c) Immutability: In the decentralized blockchain network, transactions are stored in a distributed ledger and
validated by all the peers, which makes it nearly impossible to
modify in the public Blockchain. In contrast, the consortium
and private Blockchain ledger can be tampered by the desire
of the dominant authority.
d) Efficiency: In the public blockchain, any node can
join or leave the network which makes it highly scalable.
However, with the increasing complexity for the mining process and the flexible access of new nodes to the network, it
results in limited throughput and higher latency. However, with
fewer validators and elective consensus protocols, private and
consortium blockchain can facilitate better performance and
energy efficiency [46].
e) Centralized: The significant difference among these
three types of Blockchain is that the public blockchain is
decentralized, while the consortium is partially centralized and
private blockchain is controlled by a centralized authority.
Since public blockchain is open to the world, it can attract many users. Communities are also very active. Many
public blockchains emerge day-by-day. For the consortium
blockchain, it could be applied to many business applications. Currently, Hyperledger is developing business consortium blockchain frameworks. Ethereum has also has provided
tools for building consortium blockchains. For the private
blockchain, there are still many companies implementing it
for efficiency and auditability.
III. C ONSENSUS P ROCEDURES
In blockchain, how to reach consensus among the untrustworthy nodes is a transformation of the Byzantine Generals
(BG) Problem [47]. In the BG problem, a group of generals
who command a portion of a Byzantine army circle the city.
The attack would fail if only part of the generals attack the
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TABLE II
C OMPARISON A MONG D IFFERENT B LOCKCHAIN I NFRASTRUCTURE
Properties
Nature
Participants
Consensus Procedures
Read/Write
Permission
Immutability

Category of Blockchain
Public
Consortium
Private
Open and De- Controlled and Controlled and
centralized
Restricted
Restricted
Anonymous
Identified and Identified and
and resilient
Trusted
Trusted
PoW,
PoS, PBFT
PBFT, RAFT
DPoS
Permissionless
Permissioned
Permissioned
Infeasible
tamper

to

Could be tampered

Efficiency
Scalability
Transaction
approval
frequency
Energy
Consumption
Transparency
Observation

Low
High
Long (10 minutes or more)

High
Low
Short

Controlled and
Could be tampered
High
High
Short

High

Low

Low

Low
Disruptive in
terms of disintermediation

Example

Bitcoin,
Ethereum,
Litecoin,
Factom,
Blockstream,
Dash

High
Cost effective
due to less data
redundancy
and
higher
transactions
times
Ripple,
R3,
Hyperledger

High
Cost effective
due to less data
redundancy
and
higher
transactions
times
Multichain,
Blockstack,
Bankchain

Fig. 3. Block creation process in PoW procedure

city. Generals need to communicate to reach an agreement
on whether to attack or not. However, there might be traitors
within the generals. The traitor could send different decisions
to different generals. This is a trustless environment. How to
reach a consensus in such an environment is a challenge. It
is also a challenge for blockchain as the blockchain network
is distributed. In blockchain, there is no central node that
ensures ledgers on distributed nodes are all the same. Nodes
need not trust other nodes. Thus, some protocols are needed to
ensure that ledgers in different nodes are consistent. We next
present several common approaches to reach consensus in the
blockchain.
A. Proof of Work (PoW)
Proof-of-work (PoW) is a proof-based consensus algorithm.
The basic concept of the consensus technique is to identify and

determine the node that will obtain the right to append a new
block to the existing chain by providing the sufficient proof
of its effort [48]. This consensus procedure was used in the
Bitcoin network. As a matter of fact, confusion will arise if
every node tries to broadcast their blocks containing similar
verified transactions. For instance, if a transaction which is
verified by many nodes, then the question will arise regarding
who will put it into the block. Moreover, the ledger will be
meaningless if transactions are duplicated in different blocks.
For this reason, it is important to reach a consensus between
all the nodes in the network about the newly created block.
PoW tries to solve this issue as nodes need to solve a difficult
puzzle with adjusted difficulty to obtain the opportunity of
appending the new block to the current chain [49]. The
nodes that will participate in this process are called miners,
while the process is called mining. Miners are responsible for
selecting verified transactions to form a block, along with some
other information such as previous hash and timestamp. Then,
the SHA-256 hash function will be used to convert all the
information inside a block header to create a hash value.
In the decentralized network, all participants have to calculate the hash value continuously by using different secret
values, called nonce, until the target is reached. A nonce is
an arbitrary number that can be used just once in a single
transaction that serves to modify the output of a function
[50]. Because the output values of hashing algorithms can
not be easily predicted from input values, this makes finding
an acceptable nonce difficult and random. Miners have to use
brute force to find the nonce by running different nonce values
through the algorithm until an appropriate output value is
found. The consensus requires that the output must be equal
to or smaller than a given threshold, which is defined by the
difficulty [51]. If that happens, then the nonce will be accepted
and the miner can claim the block. Otherwise, the miner needs
to follow the process irrelatively until reaching towards the
target output. Once obtaining the appropriate nonce, the miner
will broadcast the block to the network and all the nodes will
verify the solution using the same nonce. When it is approved
by all other miners in the network, the newly created block
will be appended to the current chain. As the nodes need to
put efforts into guessing the correct value, the work is called
proof-of-work.
Despite that many miners might be involved for verifying
transactions and creating a block, only the first who solves the
puzzle will become the winner. As the miner puts considerable
computing resources into publishing a block, he will receive
a block creation reward of 12.5 BTC [52]. These new Bitcoin
can only be used after the blockchain moves ahead a certain
number of blocks. In addition to the block reward, the miner is
also entitled to transaction fees. In this way, new Bitcoins will
come into circulation, and the blockchain stays healthy. The
block rewards is halved every 210,000 blocks and reduces to
zero after the total Bitcoins created reach 21 million [53]. At
this point, the miners will get only transaction fees. Figure
3 represents a block creation process in PoW consensus
algorithm.
It is possible to envision a scenario where more than one
miner finds the suitable nonce for the puzzle, almost at the
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Fig. 4. Blockchain Forking

same time [54]. Now, all these miners will try to broadcast
their block in the network along with the nonce. In such
circumstances, the miners might have a divided opinion about
which block to receive and append to the current chain because
those who verify the first coming block will ignore the later
ones. That might create a forking problem where branches
or forks are generated, as depicted in Figure 4. The original
founder of Bitcoin proposed that although the miners will keep
mining new blocks on their branches, eventually the longest
fork will be considered the authentic one and other miners will
join it [55]. From Figure 4, it can be observed that how PoW
solves the forking problem by utilizing the longest chain rule.
Two validated blocks X1 and Y1 are created simultaneously
from block B. Once a new block X2 is appended to the block
X1, the miners working on the fork Y1-Y2 will switch to
X2, leaving the previous fork orphaned. In general, when six
consecutive blocks are generated in a single fork (X1, X2, X3,
X4, X5 and X6), it is considered to be the successful chain.
Although the block intervals depends on various parameter
settings, a Bitcoin block is generated in every 10 minutes while
an Ethereum block is generated about every 17 seconds [9].
The main concern regarding PoW approach is that miners
need to spend high computational resources for solving the
puzzle in order to create a block. Moreover, only one miner
will be successful at the end which explains this process is
not sustainable. To mitigate the loss, some PoW protocols in
which works could have some side applications have been
designed. For example, Primecoin searches for special prime
number chains which can be used for mathematical research
[56]. Instead of burning electricity for mining the PoW block,
proof of burn asks miners to send their coins to addresses
where they cannot be redeemed [57]. By burning coins, miners
get chances for mining blocks and they do not need powerful
hardwares as PoW.
B. Proof of Stake (PoS)
In comparison with PoW, proof-of-stake (PoS) can be an
energy efficient alternative. In this consensus method, the
miner does not need to waste a huge amount of computing
resource in order to solve the mathematical puzzle. Instead, it
relies on having an adequate stake in the system to participate
in the block creation process [58]. The chance of getting the
opportunity to validate a block entirely depends on the stake or
wealth of the participating node. It is believed that a sufficient
stake will deter the possibility of a malicious attack on the
network [59]. As the validator is chosen based on the stake
it owns in the network, it eliminates the competition among
the peers. Hence, a validator uses its stake and places a bet
on a block. If the block is approved, the validator collects
the fees from the transactions included in the block. As a

result, PoS can be more sustainable than PoW, as it saves
more energy as well as provides better latency and throughput
[60]. However, this consensus procedure has some drawbacks.
Since the selection of the validator is based on stakes, the
wealthiest node may receive more chances to validate a block
and becomes more dominant in the network, which may lead
to unfair distribution or centralization. PoS can be more prone
to malicious attacks as the mining cost and effort is much
lower compared to PoW. A recently discovered limitation
of this consensus algorithm is called the Nothing-at-stake
problem [61]. This problem is a ramification of not relying on
a physical reality to secure a coordination point for consensus.
To address these challenges, recent PoS protocols, e.g.,
Ethereums Casper, are actively trying to penalize the validator
for malicious behavior [62]. Many solutions are emerging
with the combination of the stake size to determine the
validator that will obtain the chance to forge the next block.
For example, King et al., proposed Peercoin, an age-based
selection of the stake where older and larger sets of coins
have more priority for mining a block [63]. Vasin et al.,
introduced Blackcoin which uses randomization to select the
next generator of the block and looks for the lowest hash
value along with the size of the stake [64]. In addition, some
consensus algorithms are employing some concepts of both
PoS and PoW, but often with some additional feature. For
instance, Bentov et al., proposed Proof-of-Activity (PoA),
composed of features of PoW and PoS to ensure validators
are being chosen in a pseudorandom yet uniform fashion [65].
In PoA, a block can be validated only if it is approved by
N miners. In contrast, the stake can be other things instead
of wealth. In Proof of Capacity (PoC), the miners allocate
their hard drive space to validate a block. There are other
slightly different approaches such as Proof of Importance
(PoI), Proof of Storage (PoSt) and Proof of Deposit (PoD),
which use tokens, storage and deposits as the stakes for a
mining opportunity, respectively [66], [67], [68].
C. Delegated Proof of Stake (DPOS)
Delegated proof-of-stake (DPoS) is an elective consensus
procedure where each node with a stake in the network
can delegate the validation of transactions to another node
by the process of voting [69]. While PoS follows a direct
democratic approach, DPoS is a representative democratic
method. The delegates are being elected by the stakeholders
to generate and validate a block and are known as witnesses
[70]. These elected nodes then form a set that proposes
blocks and validate data states. They take turns on voting for
blocks on behalf of their stakeholders and validate previous
blocks authenticity. Generally, most implementations employ
a replacement pool with a standby validator to address node
failures. Unlike PoS, there are significantly fewer participants
for block validation, which facilitates faster block generation
and confirms transactions quickly [71]. It is also possible to
tune the parameters of the network, such as block size and
block intervals, to ensure efficiency. The main limitation of this
consensus mechanism can be its centralization tendency. The
high stakes participants can vote themselves and manipulate
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others to vote into becoming validators. However, dishonest
witnesses can be voted out by the stakeholders upon showing
any malicious behavior. Bitshare is an example platform that
used the DPoS consensus algorithm.

for that block in the final step. If the node has received 2/3 of
the commits, it accepts the block. The process is quite similar
to PBFT, but Tendermint nodes have to lock their coins to
become validators. Once a validator is found to be dishonest,
it would be punished.

D. Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT)
Byzantine fault tolerance (BFT) refers to reaching a consensus between two nodes communicating safely across a
distributed network in the presence of malicious or misleading
nodes [72]. Practical Byzantine fault tolerance (PBFT) is one
of the examples of BFT, a replication algorithm capable of
tolerating Byzantine faults. PBFT assumes that certain nodes
are dishonest or faulty and was designed to be a highperformance consensus algorithm that can rely on a set of
trusted nodes in the network [73]. The nodes in PBFT are
ordered in a sequential manner with one being the leader
and the other nodes acting as backups [74]. When the leader
node gets a request, it informs the backups about it and
then processes the request. The request originator is informed
about the results by the leader node, who then awaits replies
from other nodes with the exact same result. That means
decisions are made through the majority votes, where each
node communicates with other nodes, to prove the origin of
the signed message as well as the integrity of the message. A
new block is determined in each round, and a leader node is
selected based on some rules and is responsible for ordering
a transaction. The overall process is divided into three phases,
preprepared, prepared and commit. One similarity among these
phases is that a node would enter the next phase, if it has
the support or votes from over 2/3 of all nodes. Therefore,
PBFT can work efficiently with the presence of 1/3 malicious
Byzantine replicas. Hyperledger fabric, a blockchain-based
platform, provides different business solutions by leveraging
PBFT consensus protocol [75]. Mazieres et al., proposed
Stellar consensus protocol (SCP), which is also based on
Byzantine consensus protocol [76]. In SCP, the nodes have the
right to choose which set of other participants to believe, while
in PBFT, all the nodes need to query each other. Antshares
has implemented their own version of blockchain based on
PBFT, which is known as Delegated Byzantine fault tolerance
(DBFT) [77]. In DBFT, some professional nodes are being
elected by a voting process to record and verify transactions
instead of all nodes.
E. Tendermint
Kwon et al., proposed Tendermint, which is based on
the Byzantine consensus algorithm [78]. A new block is
determined in each round. A proposer would be selected to
broadcast an unconfirmed block in this round. Therefore, all
nodes need to be known for proposer selection. The block can
be divided into three steps: prevote step, precommit step and
commit step. In the prevote step, validators choose whether to
broadcast a prevote for the proposed block. In the precommit
step, if the node has received more than 2/3 of prevotes on the
proposed block, it broadcasts a precommit for that block. If the
node has received over 2/3 of precommits, it enters the commit
step. The node validates the block and broadcasts a commit

F. Comparisons among Different Consensus Algorithms
Different consensus algorithms have different advantages
and disadvantages. Table III, Illustrates a comparison between
different consensus algorithms. Vukoli et al., use the following
properties to differentiate various consensus procedures [79].
1) Node identity management: The process of identifying
validators on the network. In PBFT, the identity of each
node must be known to select leaders and followers, while
Tendermint selects a proposer in each round by having the
knowledge of its validators. For others, such as PoW and PoS,
nodes can join and leave the network as they wish.
2) Energy saving: PoW consumes a huge amount of electricity while finding the nonce to reach the target value.
In contrast, PoS and DPoS do not require any computation
puzzle to solve to find the validators who will append a new
block to the chain. Therefore, these solutions are more energy
efficient. For Byzantine protocols, such as PBFT, Ripple and
Tendermint, they do not need any mining in the consensus
procedure. As a result, they can save electricity to a great
extent.
3) Tolerated power of the adversary: To gain control over
a blockchain network, 51% of hash power is regarded as the
required threshold. However, Eyal et al., proposed that by
using selfish mining in PoW systems, the miners can achieve
more revenue by acquiring only 25% of the hashing power
[86]. PBFT is designed to work with 1/3 of dishonest nodes.
Bitcoin is based on PoW while Peercoin is a new peer-topeer PoS cryptocurrency. Further, Hyperledger Fabric utilizes
PBFT to reach consensus. Bitshares, a smart contract platform,
adopts DPOS as their consensus algorithm. Ripple implements
the Ripple protocol while Tendermint devises the Tendermint
protocol. PBFT and Tendermint are permissioned protocols.
Node identities are expected to be known to the whole
network, so they might be used in a commercial mode rather
than in a public mode. PoW and PoS are suitable for the
public Blockchain. Consortium or private blockchain might
have preference for PBFT, Tendermint, DPOS and Ripple.
Table 3. illustrates the comparison among different consensus
algorithms.
IV. B LOCKCHAIN A PPLICATIONS
Blockchain technology can be used in diverse sets of
applications. It is important to understand that bitcoin is not
equal to blockchain; instead, it is one of the most successful applications of blockchain technology [80]. Bitcoin is a
cryptographic digital currency, which is transacted over an
open, public and anonymous blockchain network. However,
experts claim that, this technology can be implemented for
finding solutions for different domains, such as healthcare,
voting, identity management, governance, supply chain, energy
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TABLE III
C OMPARISON AMONG DIFFERENT CONSENSUS ALGORITHMS
Property
Identity Management of
Node
Energy Consumption
Adversary Tolerance
Scalability
Performance
(transactions
per
second)
Forking

Consensus confirmation
time
Block Creation speed
Example

PoW
Open

PoS
Open

PFBT
Permissioned

DPoS
Open

Tendermint
Permissioned

High
≤ 25%
Strong
<20

Low
< 51%
Strong
<20

Very Low
≤ 33.3%
Weak
<1000

Very Low
< 51%
Strong
<500

Very Low
≤ 33.3%
Strong
<10000

While two nodes identify the suitable nonce
at the same time
High

Very difficult

Probably

Highly unlikely

High

Low

Consistent, if less than
one third nodes are
byzantine.
Medium

Slow
Bitcoin, Ethereum

Fast
Peercoin, Nextcoin

Fast
Hyperledger Fabric

Depends on variant
Bitshares

Fast
Tendermint

Low

the traceability of drugs and patient data management. Drug
counterfeiting is a major problem in the pharmaceutical industry. Reports from the Health Research Funding organization
revealed that 10% to 30% of the drugs sold in developing
countries involves counterfeit [83]. It is estimated by the WHO
that 16% of counterfeit drugs have the wrong ingredients,
while 17% contain an imprecise level of essential ingredients.
Therefore, these drugs can put a patients life in danger as
they will not treat the diseases, rather can trigger secondary
effects that can lead to death. From an economic point of view,
drug counterfeiting is responsible for an annual loss of 10.2
billion euros for European pharmaceutical organizations [84].
Blockchain can be a solution to address this issue because all
the transactions added to the distributed ledger are immutable
and digitally timestamped, which makes it possible to track a
product and make the information tamper-proof.

Fig. 5. Application domains of Blockchain Technology

resources and so on. Furthermore, some visionaries also predict that blockchain might influence the digital realm similar
to the internet [81]. When the internet first came along, we
had no idea how it would forever change our lives. From
smart phones and text messages to streaming movies and video
conferences with loved ones, as well as for attending meeting
or interviews, no one knew the ways the world would change
with the invention of the Internet. We are currently in the early
phases of blockchain and there is much potential yet to be
unlocked. Fig. 5 represents some of the application domains of
the blockchain proposed by various experts. In this section, we
have discussed some use case areas of blockchain suggested
by researchers around the globe.
A. Healthcare
Distributed ledger technology possesses the potential to
transform health services [82]. Blockchain can be used for

Managing patient data integrity is one of the major concerns
for the healthcare industry [85]. Each patient has unique
physical variability, therefore a treatment strategy for a common disease varies depending upon circumstances. Hence,
for providing personalized treatment, it is necessary to access the complete medical history of an individual patient.
However, medical data are sensitive and requires a secured
sharing platform. The existing system of bookkeeping medical
records is lacking privacy as well as interoperability. Currently,
blockchain can offer an infrastructure for the integration of
medical records among different healthcare facilities as well
as data integrity features through its immutable ledger technology. Blockchain is capable of establishing a robust and secure
transparent framework of storing digital medical records that
brings quality services for the patients as well as reducing
treatment cost. B Shen et al., have proposed a permissioned
blockchain based framework named MedChain, which is built
upon Hyperledger Fabric that provides the patients full control
over their own medical records [86]. The patients have the
ability to share access to their health information to doctors or
health centers using this distributed storage platform. Deloitte
also published a paper (2016) on the opportunities for health
care through blockchain based solutions [87]. This paper
describes how interoperability in the health care system can
be achieved by using smart contracts as well as by eliminating
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intermediaries to reduce additional costs and make the system
more robust.
B. Energy Industry
One of the main uses of blockchain in energy related
applications is in microgrids. A microgrid is a localized set of
electric power sources and loads integrated and managed with
the objective of enhancing energy production and consumption
efficiencies and reliabilities [88]. The electric power sources
can be distributed power generators, renewable energy stations,
and energy storage components in facilities created and owned
by different organizations or energy providers. One of the main
advantages of the microgrid technology is that it does not only
allow residents and other electric power consumers such as
factories to have access to the needed energy, but they can
also produce and sell excess energy to the grid. Blockchain
can be used to facilitate, record, and validate power selling
and buying transactions in microgrids [89].
In a similar way, blockchain can be used at larger scales to
enable energy trading in smart grids. In smart grids equipped
with bidirectional communication flow, blockchain can be
used to support secure and privacy maintained consumption
monitoring and energy trading without a need for a central
intermediary [90].Smart contracts can be used to ensure the
programmatic descriptions of anticipated power flexibility degrees, the validation and tractability of demand response agreements, and the balance between power needs and generation.
Furthermore, blockchain can be used to enable energy trading
in the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) [91].Generally,
utilizing blockchain for energy-related applications has the
potential to reduce energy costs as well as increase resiliency.
C. Stock Market
Blockchain technology could solve the issues for fragmented market systems, such as interoperability, trust, and
transparency [92]. Due to the role of intermediaries, the
regulatory process and operational trade clearance, it takes
more than 3 days to complete and finalize all transactions. As
a result, the stock market participants, for example, traders,
regulators, brokers and the stock exchange, are going through
a cumbersome process. Blockchain may be the solution in
this regard. It can make the stock exchange more optimal
through decentralization and automation [93]. By eliminating intermediaries and speeding up transaction settlements,
blockchain can help reduce cost. Furthermore, the technology
can provide viable use in transaction clearing and settlement
while easing the monotonous paperwork of the trade and legal
ownership transfer along with the secured post-trade process.
By introducing smart contracts, blockchain is mitigating the
need of a third party regulator by acting as a regulator for all
transactions.
D. Voting
Blockchain can be utilized in different fields as a solution
to the problems that a standard database might have. One such
problem can be seen in voting. Recently, it was revealed that a

major U.S. voting machine manufacturer had installed remote
access software on some systems [94]. This software allowed
for the alteration of votes when counting the total. Instances
such as this create a lack of trust in America’s voting system,
as seen in a recent poll: ”Exclusive poll: Majority expects
foreign meddling in midterms”. This poll suggests that only
approximately a quarter of Americans feel confident that their
vote is being counted. Blockchain would solve this issue by
providing a distributed ledger that would ensure votes are
counted since the ledger a voter owns is the same as the one
counting the total.
E. Insurance
Blockchain can be used to support the insurance marketplace transactions between different clients, policyholders, and
insurance companies. Blockchain can be used to negotiate,
buy and register insurance policies, submit and process claims,
and support reinsurance activities among insurance companies.
Different insurance policies can be automated using smart
contracts, which can significantly reduce administration costs
[95]. For example, there is a high administration cost associated with processing insurance claims. In many cases, the
administration of claims can be very complex processes due
to disagreements and misinterpretations of the terms. Smart
contracts can evade these problems by structuring insurance
policies in more precise if-then relationships. These policies
allows for the automation of executing the terms by digital
protocols that exactly implement the agreed upon insurance
policies, thus reducing the effort needed and the costs of
execution. With this reduction, insurance companies can also
reduce the cost of their insurance products and be more competitive to attract more customers. At the same time, it allows
insurance companies to launch new automated insurance products for their clients without worrying too much about their
administrative overhead and costs. Furthermore, blockchain
enables insurance companies to be expanded globally.
F. Identity Management
In the real world, personal identity can be verified using
identity documents such as a driver’s license, national ID card,
and passport. However, there is hardly any effective equivalent
system for securing online identities. Blockchain may render
an approach to circumvent this concern. This technology can
be used to create a platform to protect an individual’s identity
from being theft or reduces fraudulent activities. Blockchain
may allow individuals to create an encrypted identity, that does
not require any username or password while offering more
security features and control over accessing their personal
information. By comprising identity verification with that decentralized blockchain principle, a digital ID can be generated.
This ID can be assigned to every online transaction similar
to a watermark. Hence, it will aid organizations to detect and
eliminate the possibility of fraud by checking identity on every
real-time transaction. Blockchain-based solutions on identity
management could enable the consumer to access and verify
online payments by simply using an app for authentication
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instead of using a username and password or biometric methods [96]. Paul Dunphy et al., proposed a scheme for identity management, leveraging distributed ledger technology to
enhance decentralization, transparency and user control [97].
Djuri Baars et al., suggested an innovative architecture of selfsovereign decentralized identity management using blockchain
technology [98]. An individual identity that is fully controlled
by an individual is called self-sovereign identity. The author
believes that deploying blockchain with self-sovereign identity
management eliminates the issue of identity theft to be a great
extent as no central authority or third party can be inferred
without the users consent.
G. Trade Finance
Banks facilitate trade finance process using a letter of
credit (LC) as a payment settlement method, which has been
proven effective for risk mitigation [99]. However, due to
the process complexities, high cost and contractual delays, it
still does not account for less than one-fifth of international
trade. With the increased time and cost for issuing LC, it
becomes less attractive to the trading parties regarding lowvalue transactions. This incident disintermediates banks as
well as contribute to the rise of open trade. Blockchain may
possess the potential of addressing these issues by automating
LC that will provide reduced transaction costs and operational
complexity. Blockchains smart contract can be modeled in
compliance with all specified conditions mentioned in LC
between the supplier and client, which can guarantee payment
once the trade merchandise is delivered to the buyer. This
solution may mitigate the contractual ambiguities and discrepancies of information that leads to reduced time and cost of
LC amendments [100]. Although the ICC survey showed that
approximately 80% of respondents expressed their concern
regarding traditional trade finance, in that it might not see any
growth or decline in the near future, blockchain can become
the solution to speed up the documentation process ensuring
the security.
V. T RADEOFFS AND C HALLENGES OF B LOCKCHAIN
T ECHNOLOGY
Blockchain has become one of the biggest buzzwords in
both business and technology today. It is considered as the
technology that will revolutionize the finance sector with its
ability to function without any central authority or intermediaries. Additionally, it is also believed that blockchain will
be beneficial for other industries because of its capability
of storing tamper-proof data and managing a huge trail of
records in an efficient way. However, similar to other emerging
technologies, blockchain has its limitations and is not feasible
for many all types of business model.
This section describes the issues and challenges of
blockchain technology as the following: performance & scalability in Section V-A, privacy in Section V-B, interoperability
in Section V-C, energy consumptions in Section V-D, selfish
mining in Section V-E and current regulation problems in
Section V-F.

A. Performance & Scalability
Cryptocurrency and blockchain-based solutions for different
business models are gaining popularity. However, there is a
concern regarding whether it could meet up with the increasing
demand coming from different business and government based
sectors, especially regarding performance and scalability. Recently, researchers are working to address the scalability issues
regarding the number of replicas in the network as well
the performance concern, such as throughput (number of
transactions per second) and latency (required time for adding
a block of transactions in the blockchain)[101]. Increasing
the number of replicas can have a detrimental effect on the
throughput and latency because the network needs to deal with
the increased amount of message exchange and processing.
Although protocols such as PoW can ensure scalability, it
is suffering from low throughput and high latency. This
bottleneck occurs due to the resource wasted for solving the
cryptographic puzzle to publish a block and append it to the
chain. For example, Bitcoin is a PoW-based protocol that can
scale a large number of replicas. In contrast, it provides low
throughput considering only 6-10 transactions per second (may
be less than that depending the complexity of the network)
and is capable of generating a block with an average of 10
minutes. Another drawback of this consensus procedure, is
that it is CPU intensive and hence, causes high consumption
of electricity.
Ethereum also uses PoW in a different manner to prevent
ASIC-enhanced mining, which is a hardware similar to a central processing unit (CPU) or graphics processing unit (GPU)
that helps to mine faster but is very expensive and energy
consuming. However, it can not eliminate the drawbacks of
Bitcoin. There is also the risk of multiple branching in PoW
protocol that can lead toward the double spending problem
[102]. Therefore, clients need to wait for 60 minutes or six
blocks confirmation to ensure that the transaction is finalized
in the longest chain. That makes the transaction duration quite
lengthy and might not be feasible for adopting it in real life
applications.
the PBFT protocol is capable of achieving consensus in the
presence of malicious replicas with few rounds of exchanging
messages. PBFT generally uses a single replica as a primary
that will propose a block, and if consensus is achieved by
two-thirds of the all network peers, the block is added to
the chain. Moreover, PBFT does not allow forking during
the consensus process. This approach is sustainable in terms
of energy efficiency, yet it lacks sustainability. PBFT has
quadratic message complexity that requires nxn broadcast for
n replicas. Although this overhead ensures that consensus will
be reached having malicious replicas or Byzantine failures, it
creates scalability issues. Any mainstream platform needs to
process hundreds and thousands of transactions per second.
Otherwise, the economy could not keep moving on without
massive delays for consumers and businesses, which proves
that scalability and performance is an important concern for
this emerging technology.
Meanwhile, as the capacity of blocks is very small, many
small transactions might be delayed since miners prefer those
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Fig. 6. DCS Triangle [103]

transactions with a high transaction fee. The size of the blocks
are limited, for example, a Bitcoin block size is 1 MB. Although this approach was designed to make the platform more
secure, it makes the transaction process much slower compared
with other existing systems. The limited block size can not
process many transactions at once. The DCS (decentralized,
consistent and scalable) theorem, proposed by Slepak et el.,
had also emphasized on issues related to scalability, such as
blocksize [103]. By using the DCS triangle, they showed that
decentralized blockchain system can not have all the properties
of DCS simultaneously. Blockchain can meet 2 requirements
of the DCS framework. However, it provides low throughput
and high latency, e.g., low volume and slow transaction speed.
Fig. 7 represents the DCS triangle.
B. Privacy
Blockchain is considered to provide safety and privacy to
the sensitive personal data as users can make transactions
with generated addresses instead of using a real identity.
However, some researchers suggested that Blockchain might
be vulnerable in terms of transactional privacy as the public
key for initiating a transaction is visible to the network peers
[104]. Although it is claimed that a peer can be anonymous
in the Blockchain network, some recent studies on the Bitcoin
platform have shown that the transaction history can be linked
to reveal members true identity [105]. In addition, Biryukov
et al. proposed a method to link peers pseudonyms to IP addresses while they are behind the firewalls or network address
translation (NAT) [106]. He also mentioned that peers can be
uniquely identified through its connected set of nodes. The
main reason behind blockchains vulnerability to information
leakage is because the details and balances of all public keys
are visible to everyone in the network. Therefore, the privacy
and security requirements should be defined at the initial stage
of Blockchain applications.
C. Interoperability
From Deloittes 2018 report, it can be observed that many
industries are currently interested in adopting blockchain
technology. However, there is no standard protocol that will
allow them to collaborate and integrate with each other.
This situation is called a lack of interoperability and has a
detrimental impact on the growth of the blockchain industry.
For this reason, instead of offering different practical solutions

to a variety of business models, cryptocurrency is still the
main platform for blockchain technology. Although, the lack
of interoperability grants freedom to the blockchain developers
to code in different programming platforms, all these networks
are isolated and can not interact with each other. For example,
GitHub has more than 6500 active blockchain projects using
different platforms as well as diverse programming languages,
consensus mechanisms, protocols and privacy features. Therefore, standardization is required for collaboration of enterprises
on application development to share blockchain-based solutions as well as integrate with existing systems.
D. Energy consumption
The proof-of-work (PoW) algorithm has enabled bitcoin to
perform transactions among peers in a trustless distributed
decentralized environment. However, while doing this work,
miner computers are consuming a huge amount of electrical
energy [107]. To provide insights about this highly unsustainable nature of the PoW algorithm, the bitcoin energy consumption index was created. The incentive mechanism motivates
people around the world to mine Bitcoin. The mining process
provides a solid stream of revenue that attracts individuals to
run power-hungry devices to gain a chunk of it. As a result, the
total energy consumption rate of the Bitcoin network reached
a new high along with the value of the cryptocurrency. Based
on a report published by the International Energy Agency, the
overall consumption of the Bitcoin network is higher than a
number of countries [108]. If Bitcoin was a country, it would
rank as shown in Fig.7.
Bitcoin is not only responsible for consumption of a massive
amount of energy but also contributes to an extreme carbon
footprint. The coal-fired power plants in China are providing
fuel for the bitcoins network. Nature Climate Change (October
2018) even suggested that Bitcoin mining alone could push
global warning above 2 C within less than three decades.
According to Bitcoin energy consumption index [109]:
• Bitcoin’s current estimated annual electricity consumption: 51.92 TWh
• Annualized
estimated
global
mining
costs:
$2,595,834,583
• Bitcoin’s electricity consumption as a percentage of the
world’s electricity consumption: 0.23%
• Carbon footprint per transaction: 274.29 kg of CO2
Another way to demonstrate the unsustainable nature of
blockchain application is to compare its energy consumption
with other payment systems such as VISA. This company
has consumed 674,922 Gigajoules of energy for processing
111.2 billion transactions in 2017. Approximately 17,000
US households could use this amount of energy. However,
a blockchain application such as bitcoin is more energyintensive per transaction than VISA, which is shown in Fig.
8. It is possible to argue that blockchain has eliminated the
need of intermediary cost; however, the cost is too high to
bear. The solution for this issue might be redesigning the
infrastructure of blockchain or simply using an alternative
consensus algorithm such as PoS, where selected miners
will verify the block without any competition. Hence, it will
consume less energy.
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Fig. 7. Energy Consumption by Country chart [109]
Fig. 9. Global legality of Bitcoin [118]

Fig. 8. Bitcoin vs Visa network average consumption [109]

E. Fairness and security
Given the immaturity of the technology, there are vulnerabilities that expose users to cybercrime. 51% attacks are one
of the most recognized blockchain security issues. In a 51%
attack, one, or several, malicious entities gain majority control
of a blockchains hashrate. With the majority hashrate, they
can reverse transactions to perform double-spends and prevent
other miners from confirming blocks.
Selfish Mining is another unfair method of mining pools to
increase block rewards [110] that diminishes the integrity of a
blockchain network. Although, it is considered that malicious
nodes that are over 51% of computing power can take control
of the blockchain network, Eyal et al., proposed a blockchain
network that can still be vulnerable if someone wants to cheat
with a small portion of hashing power [111]. In a selfish
mining process, an individual miner as well as a pool of miners
can initiate this process by not broadcasting the validated
blocks to the rest of the network. Then, they continue the
mining process for the next block to maintain the lead. The
solved blocks are only revealed to the public upon satisfying
some requirements. Hence, the chain of the selfish miner
becomes longer and difficult, which leads the network to adopt
their solutions while other miners are wasting their resources
on a useless branch. Finally, the selfish miners claim more
revenue. That attracts the rational miners to join the longer
chain which might cause the selfish pool to exceed 51% power.
Many other mining strategies have been proposed based on
selfish mining that proves the blockchain is not so secure.
Nayak et al., proposed a stubborn mining strategy that can

result in 13% gains in comparison with selfish mining [112].
Their strategy showed how a miner can further amplify its gain
by non-trivially composing mining attacks with network-level
eclipse attacks. The research of Sapirshtein et al., revealed
that even with less than 25% of the computational resources,
the attackers can gain from selfish mining [113]. However,
Heilman et al., presented a unique approach for honest miners
to choose a branch to fix the selfish mining problem [114]. Another approach (ZeroBlock) from Solat et al. was introduced
in 2016, where selfish miners cannot achieve more than their
expected results [115]. In this scheme, there is a maximum
time interval for generating and accepting a new block.
Many of the big-name blockchain platforms have proven
their resilience to attacks and that they have very few serious
bugs. However, the applications (e.g., smart contracts) built on
top of them are still susceptible to bugs that can have serious
consequences. Until these security threats are fixed, potential
users will continue to exercise caution and mass adoption will
be delayed.
F. Current Regulation Problems
Blockchain platforms such as cryptocurrencies are facing
regularity issues. The reason behind that is that the features of
this decentralized system weaken the central banks’ ability to
dominate the economic policy, which makes the government
prudent towards blockchain technologies [116]. For example,
many governments threatened or even made cryptocurrencies
illegal in their territories. Bitcoin is banned in countries such
as Pakistan, Iran, Ecuador, Morocco and more, while some
bitcoin owners were arrested in Bangladesh. Fig. 9 shows
the global legality of bitcoin. Peter yeoh et. al., showed the
challenges regarding regulatory issues that have an adverse
impact on innovative distributed technologies, especially in
the EU and the USA [117].
Despite the emergence of such positive uses, the wider
applications of block chain technology are challenged by some
misgivings over its close identification to bitcoins amongst policymakers and regulators because of suspected bitcoin associations with money laundering activities. For instance, the Financial Action Task Force reported in 2015 on how the founders of
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Liberty Reserve were able to launder hundreds of millions of
US dollars for six years to criminal organizations. Blockchains
wider and deeper applications are potentially constrained by
limitations posed by technical/scalability challenges, business
model challenges, scandals and public perception, government
rules and privacy challenges for personal records. Specifically,
for the financial services sector, blockchain needs to overcome
ten key hurdles before becoming a reality in the sector.
These include matters concerning with its costs and benefits,
cost mutualization, incentives alignment, evolving standards,
scalability, governance, legal risks, security, simplification and
regulatory interventions. Laws and regulations could impact
how far and how fast the technology could develop. Therefore,
regulatory approaches would need to be cleverly balanced
against its innovative spirits while recognizing the possibility
of the technology to unintentionally contribute to systemic
risks in the financial system.
VI. F UTURE S COPE OF B LOCKCHAIN T ECHNOLOGY
The researchers believe that Blockchain has immense potential in both academia and industry. In this section, we have
briefly discussed different future scopes for the Blockchain
technology including standardization, asset protection, big
data, and smart contract.
Blockchain performance to lure investors by promising a
huge profit. It is compulsory to know whether this technology
fits the requirements before adopting it into a business solution.
Hence, there should be a standard testing mechanism for
blockchain-based solutions to determine its importance as well
as the tradeoffs. This process could be categorized into two
phases; standardization and testing phase. The first phase will
verify the claims of developers regarding their blockchain
solutions based on some specific criteria. The testing phase is
to determine the performance of the blockchain-based solution.
For instance, the owner of an online retail business cares about
the performance of the blockchain-based solution. Therefore,
there should be some testing and standardizing methods to test
the throughput, capacity, and latency of the acquired solution
platform.
Blockchain technology allows companies to create a digital
trail of records of their innovations and can generate a certificate upon registering the new inventions, proof-of-concepts
and designs that could prove the integrity, existence, and
ownership of any IP asset. By using the unique cryptographic
layer, all notarized data such as trade secrets or copyright
claims could remain private and secured.
It is also believed that big data analytics could be well
combined with blockchain, especially in data management
and data analytics. For data management, blockchain could
be utilized to store data in a secured and distributed manner.
Moreover, the immutability feature of blockchain could ensure
the authenticity of the data. For instance, patient health records
stored in the distributed ledger would be difficult to tamper
and no one can steal that information without the consent
of the owner. Transactions on blockchain could be used for
data analytics. In this process, it is possible to determine
the potential partners’ trading patterns and behaviors in the
blockchain network.

Another emerging scope of blockchain is smart contract.
According to Szabo et al., a smart contract refers to a digital
transaction protocol that executes the rules and policy of a
contract [119]. This protocol a piece of code that is deployed in
the blockchain node. Execution of a smart contract is initiated
by a message embedded in the transaction. Recently, various
smart contract developing platforms are emerging. A smart
contract in blockchain could be used in different application
areas, such as IoT-based platforms and banking services. The
research on smart contracts can be separated into two types;
development and evaluation. Smart contract platform development could be performed under development. Ethereum is
providing the infrastructure to deploy many smart-contract
based solutions, such as car auctions, online trading, and so
on. [149]. Evaluation refers to performance and code analysis.
It has been proven that even a small bug in developing smart
contracts could cause a disastrous impact. The precise example
could be the DAO attack, where over 60 million dollars were
stolen due to the recursive call bug [150]. Therefore, it is
very important to analyze the attacks on the smart contract.
On the other hand, the performance of the smart contract
could become an important research topic. As the blockchain
technology is acquiring immense attention from public and
private sectors, more smart contract-based applications would
be put into use.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, the possibilities and benefits of the blockchain
along with its tradeoffs are discussed through a comparative
survey study. In addition, the transaction process, system
architecture, application areas and consensus mechanisms of
blockchain are also explained. There are still many open issues
that need to be further researched and analyzed to create more
workable and effective industrial applications that can fully
benefit from the use of blockchain and achieve the intended
goals. Examples of these open issues include security, privacy,
scalability, energy issues, and integration with other systems
and, more specifically, with regulatory issues. Future work
in this field is required to address these issues and close
the gaps for more efficient, scalable and secure blockchain
industrial applications. This survey is expected to serve as an
efficient guideline for further understanding about the tradeoffs
regarding different blockchain consensus mechanisms and
application areas for exploring potential research directions
that may lead to exciting outcomes in related areas.
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